Two mechanisms necessary for the stable inheritance of plasmid RP4.
Plasmid RP4 is stably maintained in strains of Escherichia coli and other Gram-negative bacteria. Inactivation of the plasmid primase gene (pri) or removal of the PstIC fragment gave RP4 derivatives that are slightly unstably maintained in E. coli. Removal of the Tn 1 multimer resolution system (res and tnpR) did not lead to any detectable plasmid loss. Removal of all three of these regions, however, gave rise to pNJ5000 which is lost at high frequency. We have dissected the mechanisms causing this phenomenon. In contrast to RP4, pNJ5000 accumulates significantly as plasmid multimers in a Rec+ host; in a recA host, multimers are not seen and the plasmid is stably maintained. Multimers therefore appear to form by recA-mediated homologous recombination and cause plasmid instability, perhaps by interfering with partition. We demonstrate a mechanism provided by the PstIC fragment which acts on multimers analogously to the Tn1/3 resolution system on plasmid cointegrates, being effective only when cloned in cis. The loss of pri, on the other hand, can be complemented in trans. Our results are consistent with the view that primase prevents multimers forming (rather than resolving them once formed), perhaps by binding specifically to single-stranded regions of the plasmid and preventing homologous pairing.